There is increasing evidence that genomic imprinting, a process by which certain genes are expressed in a parent-of-origin-specific manner, can influence neurogenetic and psychiatric manifestations. While some data suggest possible imprinting effects of the X chromosome on physical and cognitive characteristics in humans, there is no compelling evidence that X-linked imprinting affects brain morphology. To address this issue, we investigated regional cortical volume, thickness, and surface area in 27 healthy controls and 40 prepubescent girls with Turner syndrome (TS), a condition caused by the absence of one X chromosome. Of the young girls with TS, 23 inherited their X chromosome from their mother (X m ) and 17 from their father (X p ). Our results confirm the existence of significant differences in brain morphology between girls with TS and controls, and reveal the presence of a putative imprinting effect among the TS groups: girls with X p demonstrated thicker cortex than those with X m in the temporal regions bilaterally, while X m individuals showed bilateral enlargement of gray matter volume in the superior frontal regions compared with X p . These data suggest the existence of imprinting effects of the X chromosome that influence both cortical thickness and volume during early brain development, and help to explain variability in cognitive and behavioral manifestations of TS with regard to the parental origin of the X chromosome.
Introduction
Genomic imprinting is a process by which genes are preferentially expressed depending on their parental origin. Although the number of genes subjected to genomic imprinting effects is likely limited (Ͻ1%; Tycko and Morison, 2002) , they seem to have a significant impact on physiology and behavior, as many are expressed predominantly in the brain (Davies, 2010 ) and a subset have been implicated in the etiology of neuropsychiatric disorders (Wilkinson et al., 2007) . Sex chromosomes are an interesting case of genomic imprinting, as expression of imprinted genes on the X chromosome may occur in a sex-specific manner and contribute to sexual dimorphism (Davies, 2010; Gregg et al., 2010) . Animal models have revealed the existence of a cluster of imprinted genes on the X chromosome (Raefski and O'Neill, 2005) , and recent evidence suggests that a number of genes are expressed in a sex-specific manner in the mammalian brain (Gregg et al., 2010; DeVeale et al., 2012) .
In humans, evidence in favor of genomic imprinting effects on the X chromosome comes mainly from studies of sex chromosomal aneuploidies such as Turner syndrome (TS), a disorder caused by the absence of one copy of the X chromosome in females. Given that individuals with TS carry only one X chromosome in each cell, the typical process of random inactivation of one sex chromosome is bypassed, resulting in an exclusive pattern of either paternally (X p ) or maternally (X m ) inherited X chromosomes. To date, a number of studies have suggested the existence of a parent-of-origin effect of the X chromosome on cognitive (Skuse et al., 1997; Loesch et al., 2005; Lepage et al., 2012a,b) and physical (Chu et al., 1994; Sagi et al., 2007) characteristics in TS. A few studies have also looked at the effect of genomic imprinting on brain morphology in TS with conflicting results (Brown et al., 2002; Good et al., 2003; Kesler et al., 2003 Cutter et al., 2006) . While some have reported the existence of genomic imprinting effect on brain structure in the temporal lobe (Kesler et al., 2003; Cutter et al., 2006) and caudate nucleus (Cutter et al., 2006) , others found no clear effects of imprinting (Brown et al., 2002; Good et al., 2003; .
These inconsistencies may be in part due to small sample sizes (Mullaney and Murphy, 2009 ) and heterogeneity of the TS sample regarding exogenous estrogen treatment and age. Moreover, given that previous imaging studies relied on voxel-based morphometry and manual segmentation to measure cortical volume, the potential influence of genomic imprinting on cortical morphology in terms of surface area and cortical thickness, which have distinct genetic etiologies (Panizzon et al., 2009) , has been overlooked. Here, we used surface-based analysis (SBA) to assess the impact of genomic imprinting on cortical volume, thickness and surface area in a large, homogenous cohort of young girls with complete X monosomy who have never been exposed to exogenous estrogen therapy and age-matched controls.
Materials and Methods
Participants. TS participants were recruited through the national Turner Syndrome Society, the Turner Syndrome Foundation, a local network of physicians, and advertisement on the Stanford University School of Medicine website. Control participants were recruited through local print media and parent networks. All participants were screened for magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contraindications as well as past medical history to ensure that there were no instances of premature birth (i.e., Ͻ34 weeks gestation), neurological injury, psychiatric illness, or disease, except those commonly associated with TS. Only individuals with TS showing complete X monosomy were included in the present study; we excluded subjects with verbal IQ outside of the normal range (70 -130). Controls were included if they presented a full-scale IQ (FSIQ) within the normal limit. The local Institutional Review Board at the Stanford University School of Medicine approved this study and informed written consent was obtained from the legal guardian for all participants.
Twenty-seven controls (mean age: 8.17, SD: 2.93), and 40 girls with TS met the inclusion criteria for the study. Among the participants with TS, 23 had an X m (mean age: 7.93, SD 2.63), and 17 X p (mean age: 9.25, SD 2.61). Thirty-four individuals with TS were taking growth hormone at the time of testing (20 X m , 14 X p ; Pearson's 2 , p ϭ 0.339, n.s.) and none were receiving exogenous estrogen treatment. The sample used in the present study overlaps with previously published work (Lepage et al., 2012a,b) . The population characteristics are summarized in Table 1 .
Genetic analysis. X monosomy was established through standard karyotype analysis of at least 20 cells, which allows exclusion of 11% mosaicism or greater with 0.90 confidence (Hook, 1977) . Parental origin of the X chromosome was determined by comparison of amplification patterns of four polymorphic markers located exclusively on the X chromosome (DXS6807 at 14 cM, DXS993 at 42 cM, DXS1106 at 67cM, and the Androgen receptor at 90cM) and one marker in the pseudoautosomal region (Amelogenin) between the proband and mother.
Cognitive assessment. Participants were administered cognitive assessments appropriate for their age: the Wechsler Preschool and Primary Scale of Intelligence,Third Edition (WPPSI-III) was administered for children younger than 5years old; and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children, Fourth Edition (WISC-IV) for girls older than 6 years of age. These tests measured participants' FSIQ, Verbal Comprehension Index/ Verbal IQ (VCI/VIQ), Perceptual Reasoning Index/Performance IQ (PRI/PIQ), and Processing Speed Index/Quotient (PSI/PSQ), as well as the Working Memory Index (WMI) for participants who took the WISC-IV.
MR acquisition. All imaging data were acquired at the Stanford University Lucas Center for Medical Imaging. MRI images of the young cohort were collected between 2006 and 2011 on a GE Signa HDxt 3.0 T whole-body MR system (GE Medical Systems) using a standard birdcage head coil. A fast spoiled gradient recalled echo pulse sequence was used to obtain a high-resolution T1 anatomical brain image of each subject (124 coronal slices, repetition time [TR]/echo time [TE] ϭ 6.4/2.1 ms, inversion time [TI] ϭ 300 ms, flip angle ϭ 15°, NEX ϭ 3, FOV ϭ 22 ϫ 22 cm, matrix ϭ 256 ϫ 256, 1.5 mm thickness, acquisition time ϭ 14 min 43 s).
Morphometric analysis. MRI data were first visually inspected to eliminate scans with significant head motion or flow artifacts. All scans were preprocessed using bias field correction methods available with SPM8 before processing with the FreeSurfer SBA pipeline. Cortical reconstruction and volumetric segmentation was performed with the FreeSurfer version 5.0 image analysis suite. The technical details of the procedures used are extensively described in prior publications (Dale et al., 1999; Fischl and Dale, 2000; . Briefly, this processing includes removal of nonbrain tissue, segmentation of subcortical white matter and deep gray matter volumetric structures, intensity normalization, and tessellation of the gray matter-white matter boundary. The gray-white and pial surfaces were visually inspected, and where needed, appropriate manual corrections were performed. All raters were trained to achieve inter-rater reliability of Ն0.95 (intraclass correlation coefficient) with gold-standard datasets developed in our laboratory for volumetric regions of interest. Once cortical models were complete, brain surfaces for each hemisphere were parcellated into 34 distinct regions, for which FreeSurfer calculates gray matter volume (GMV), surface area of the gray-white boundary, mean cortical thickness, and white matter volume (WMV) Desikan et al., 2006) . Procedures for measurement of cortical thickness have been validated against histological analysis (Rosas et al., 2002) and manual measurements . The FreeSurfer image processing pipeline has been shown to be accurate for children as young as four years of age (Phillips et al., 2011) .
Statistical analysis. For demographic and cognitive data, one-way ANOVAs were used to assess differences between groups (X m , X p , controls). For structural data, whole-brain characteristics including total cortical GMV, subcortical GMV, total WMV, total surface area, mean cortical thickness, and cerebellar volume were investigated using ANCOVA with age and total brain volume as covariates. Total brain volume was defined as total gray and white matter tissue within the cerebrum to exclude the larger ventricles sometimes observed in the TS population (Marzelli et al., 2011) . Results of the individual cortical regions pertaining to GMV, WMV, surface area, and cortical thickness were investigated using ANCOVAs with group as a fixed factor, and age, total brain volume, and FSIQ as covariates. The same model was used to analyze the 16 subcortical structures defined in the FreeSurfer atlas. Multiple comparisons were controlled using the false discovery rate (FDR; Storey, 2002) applied independently for each measure (GMV, WMV, surface area, cortical thickness, subcortical structures) on the group factor term. Results were considered statistically significant if they passed the FDR threshold q Ͻ 0.05 for multiple comparisons. If this occurred, two-group comparisons were further investigated with Bonferroni corrected post hoc t tests.
Considering that global size is the most consistent difference found between males and females regarding brain anatomy (Paus, 2010) , the potential contribution of genomic imprinting effects to sexual dimorphism of the brain was examined with exploratory trend analyses conducted on whole-brain measures after controlling for age. Presumably, genomic imprinting effects would make the brain of X m more similar to males, while X p would potentially present exacerbated female-like characteristics, with typical females in between. Regarding whole-brain measures, groups did not differ on total brain volume (F ϭ 2.162; p ϭ 0.124), mean cortical thickness (F ϭ 1.737; p ϭ 0.185), total WMV (F ϭ 2.712; p ϭ 0.074), and total GMV (F ϭ 2.710; p ϭ 0.074), when covarying for age and total brain volume. However, the ANCOVA for total surface area was significant with X p showing smaller total surface area than controls (F ϭ 4.088; p ϭ 0.021; post hoc, p ϭ 0.006). Trend analysis showed the presence of significant linear trends for total brain volume (F ϭ 4.184; p ϭ 0.045), total GMV (F ϭ 5.047; p ϭ 0.028), and total surface area (F ϭ 6.486; p ϭ 0.013). For all three measures, the X m group had the largest values, followed by controls, then by the X p group. ANCOVAs performed on segmented regions revealed a significant effect of the group factor for 16 regions for cortical thickness, 15 regions for GMV, 10 regions for WMV, 20 regions for surface area, and seven subcortical structures (FDR corrected; all ps Ͻ 0.05).
X m versus X p
Regarding genomic imprinting effects, we found that compared with girls with X m , those with X p show bilateral increase in cortical thickness in the inferior ( p Յ 0.002) and middle ( p Ͻ 0.001) temporal regions, as well as in the left superior temporal gyrus ( p Ͻ 0.001), the right superior temporal sulcal bank ( p Ͻ 0.001), and the right inferior parietal cortex ( p ϭ 0.004). Girls with X m showed increased GMV in the superior frontal region bilaterally (p Յ 0.011), decreased GMV in the right superior temporal sulcal bank (p ϭ 0.016), and increased surface area in the right entorhinal cortex (p ϭ 0.015), the left parahippocampal regions (p ϭ 0.011), and the left superior temporal region (p ϭ 0.016). Individuals with X m displayed reduced WMV in the pericalcarine region bilaterally (p Յ 0.015) compared with X p (Fig. 1A) . Groups did not differ in measures of subcortical anatomy. Girls with X m displayed a reduction bilaterally in surface area of the postcentral, pericalcarine, and superior parietal regions (all p Յ 0.011), while an increase in surface area was seen in the bilateral insula ( p Յ 0.007) and left precentral regions ( p ϭ 0.008). The X m group also showed a reduction in surface area of the left precuneus ( p ϭ 0.007), entorhinal ( p ϭ 0.001) cortex, and in the rostral anterior cingulate ( p ϭ 0.001) and frontal pole ( p ϭ 0.013) of the right hemisphere (Fig. 1B) . Regarding subcortical structures, X m girls showed increased volume compared with controls in the fourth ventricle ( p Ͻ 0.001), left hippocampus ( p ϭ 0.004), left ( p Ͻ 0.001) and right ( p ϭ 0.006) amygdala, and cerebellum GMV of the right hemisphere ( p ϭ 0.001). (Fig. 1C) . Regarding subcortical structures, X p displayed the same between-group pattern observed between X m and controls, namely increased volume in the fourth ventricle ( p Ͻ 0.001), left hippocampus ( p ϭ 0.004), and left ( p Ͻ 0.001) and right ( p ϭ 0.004) amygdala, but also presented increased volume in the left ( p ϭ 0.001) and right ( p ϭ 0.004) putamen (Table 2) .
Brain-behavior analysis
To establish within-group brain-behavior associations with regard to imprinting effects, we conducted exploratory correlation analyses between brain variables showing significant differences between X m and X p and neuropsychological measures (FSIQ, VIQ, PIQ). Partial correlations, using age and total brain volume as covariates, were conducted separately for each of the three groups. Significant correlations (FDR corrected) were observed only in the X p group, where cortical thickness of the right middle temporal region was positively associated with all three cognitive scales (FSIQ, VIQ, and PIQ; all p Յ 0.001), and cortical thickness of the right inferior parietal region was also positively related to FSIQ and PIQ (respectively, p ϭ 0.002, p Ͻ 0.001). Significance of the difference between the correlation coefficients in X p , X m , and controls was assessed using Fisher r-to-z transformation. All three correlations found in X p between cortical thickness of the middle temporal region and cognitive measures differed signifi- 
Discussion
The main objective of the present study was to establish potential X-chromosome genomic imprinting effects on brain morphology by examining brain structure in young individuals with X monosomy who have not been exposed to estrogen treatment. To our knowledge, this is the first study to look at the impact of genomic imprinting on cortical thickness and surface area, in addition to cortical and subcortical volumes, in young girls with TS. We demonstrated the existence of putative imprinting effects of the X chromosome, which impact cortical thickness, surface area, and cortical volume in TS, and provide preliminary evidence in favor of genomic imprinting effects of the X chromosome on sexual dimorphism of the brain. Overall, our results replicate most previous findings regarding structural abnormalities seen in adults and adolescents with TS, namely enlargement of the hippocampus and amygdala (Good et al., 2003; , reductions of GMV and WMV in the parieto-occipital and postcentral cortical regions (Brown et Cutter et al., 2006; Holzapfel et al., 2006; Marzelli et al., 2011) , and enlargement of the temporal gyri and insula (Kesler et al., 2003; Cutter et al., 2006; Marzelli et al., 2011) , as well as increased cortical thickness in the temporal regions (Raznahan et al., 2010 : Lepage et al., 2012a . Our study also shows the existence of abnormal surface area in TS, as reduced surface area is observed in both TS groups in the postcentral, superior parietal, and entorhinal regions, coupled with an increase of surface area in the insular cortex visible in the X m group. The results of our cognitive tests, where controls obtained higher scores than both TS cohorts, are also in line with the extant literature (Rovet, 1990; Hong et al., 2009 ). Together, these results support the validity of the current data. Specifically, the fact that highly similar alterations are observed in both X m and X p groups suggests the existence of an overarching effect of X monosomy on brain morphology occurring early in development.
Regarding genomic imprinting effects on cortical morphology, we identified different patterns of abnormalities depending on parent of origin in cortical thickness, surface area, and cortical volume. While X m show anomalies in volume in superior frontal and pericalcarine regions, X p seem to present with more aberrant cortical thickness. Indeed, one of the most striking results is a prominent increase in cortical thickness within the temporal lobes of individuals with X p compared with both X m and controls. This effect is mostly bilateral, although extending to the inferior parietal cortex in the right hemisphere. Genomic imprinting effects have previously been reported in the temporal regions (Kesler et al., 2003; Cutter et al., 2006) . However, while we observe an increase in cortical thickness in the temporal lobes of X p and an increase in surface area in the left superior temporal gyrus of X m , Kesler et al. (2003) A number of different factors may explain these conflicting results, such as the use of different methodologies (voxel based vs SBA), the small sample size of the X p group in both previous studies (n of 10 and 7, respectively), as well as the inclusion of participants of different ages and hormonal treatment history. In comparison, the current study used a much larger group of participants with X p (n ϭ 17), groups with small ranges of age, and only included participants who were not administered estrogen treatment. Also, considering that estrogen treatment possibly influences brain development in girls with TS (Lepage et al., 2012a,b) , it is plausible that hormonal treatment interacts with genomic imprinting, which may partly explain differences in imprinting effects observed in children compared with adults with TS.
The current study also demonstrates significant differences in superior frontal regions, where X m display more GMV than their X p counterparts, and in the pericalcarine region (corresponding approximately to V1), where X m show decreased WMV. Given that individuals with X m comprise the largest portion of the TS population, it is plausible that previous observations of reduced WMV in the occipital cortex were primarily driven by individuals with X m (Brown et al., 2002; Cutter et al., 2006) . However, both increases (Good et al., 2003; Molko et al., 2003) and decreases (Molko et al., 2004; Cutter et al., 2006) in GMV and surface area (Raznahan et al., 2010) have been observed in frontal regions of TS. With regard to genomic imprinting, and given the relatively modest association with our cognitive measures, it is difficult to assess the functional and clinical relevance of these putative imprinting effects on the brain. Table 3 summarizes sample characteristics, imaging techniques, and main findings of all studies, including the current one, investigating genomic imprinting effects in TS.
The results of our cognitive tests show that individuals with TS present lower global intellectual performance than controls. While this is in line with several previous reports , it is possible that the observed differences seen here were accentuated by the fact that the control group presents with global intellectual functioning in the high-average range. It is interesting to note that girls with X p were more severely affected than X m in the visuospatial domain. This detrimental effect of the X p chromosome is in agreement with recent work conducted in TS (Skuse et al., 1997; Bishop et al., 2000; Loesch et al., 2005; Lepage et al., 2012a,b) and Klinefelter syndrome (Stemkens et al., 2006; Bruining et al., 2010) . However, neural correlates for this effect remain elusive. Our correlational analyses suggest a link between cortical thickness abnormalities in the temporal and parietal lobes of individuals with X p and exacerbation of cognitive difficulties associated with this genotype. Considering the positive relationship between cortical thickness and cognitive measures in this group, it is possible that larger cortical thickness values reflect the outcome of compensatory neurodevelopmental mechanisms related to impaired cognitive skills present in X p .
Genomic imprinting effects and sexual dimorphism
The present findings have direct implications for our understanding of the epigenetic mechanisms involved in sexual dimorphism of the brain that are taking place early in development. Due to their inherent relationships, it is difficult to establish the relative contribution of hormonal, genetic, and epigenetic factors on sexual differentiation of the brain during maturation. The present sample provides a rare opportunity to assess the potential contribution of genomic imprinting of the X chromosome in that process. By far, the most consistent finding with regard to sex differences in brain anatomy is the larger brain volume found in males compared with females (Paus, 2010). Although our groups did not differ on most whole-brain measures, our analyses revealed the existence of significant trends on total brain volume, GMV, and surface area, where these variables increased linearly from the X p group being smallest, to the X m group being largest, with typically developing girls in between. Considering that typically developing males invariably inherit the maternal X chromosome, while typically developing females inherit both and randomly express one of them in each cell, a linear increase in brain volume as seen in the present study is in agreement with what would be expected if imprinted genes located on the X chromosome were involved in brain size determination. It is also possible that X-chromosome imprinted genes have more localized effects, such as altering the volume of subcortical structures Fjell et al., 2009) ; however, the effect sizes are likely to be small and would be difficult to detect with the present sample size.
Potential genetic basis
The precise genetic basis for the observed effects between TS and controls is not well understood, but haploinsufficiency resulting from the absence of genes that would otherwise escape the X-inactivation process is thought to play a role (Zinn and Ross, 1998). Potential candidate genes have been put forth to explain some aspects of the cognitive and physical phenotype of TS (Ross et al., 2006 , Zinn et al., 2007 , but their precise impact on cortical morphology remains unknown. Among the genes that could be involved in the TS neurophenotype, a plausible candidate is the MECP2 gene, which has been shown explicitly to influence brain morphology in humans (Joyner et al., 2009) . Carriers of the minor allele of SNP rs2239464 showed reduction in surface area in multiple regions that are also markedly affected in TS, including the fusiform, cuneus, precuneus, and the posterior cingulate (Joyner et al., 2009; Lepage et al., 2012a,b) . Interestingly, this effect, observed in two independent cohorts, was only present in males (Joyner et al., 2009) . Given that the MECP2 is subject to X inactivation, it has been hypothesized that the gender bias reflects redundancy mechanisms related to the presence of the extra chromosome that would protect from detrimental mutations in typical females (Joyner et al., 2009) . Considering that individual variation in cortical volumes is mainly attributable to changes in surface area rather than cortical thickness (Rakic, 1988; Im et al., 2008) , it is possible that many differences in cortical volumes observed in the present study, which overlaps partly with alterations in surface area, share a common genetic basis such as haploinsufficiency of the MECP2 or other X-linked genes (Zinn et al., 2007) .
Although the current study provides further evidence in favor of the existence of imprinted genes on the X chromosome, it does not establish the precise genetic basis of imprinting effects, and no X-linked imprinted candidate has been identified in humans to date (Davies, 2010) . Animal models have shown that a number of genes on the X chromosome are expressed differently in the brain depending on their parental origin (Davies et al., 2005; Gregg et al., 2010; DeVeale et al., 2012) . Recent data also suggest that within the brain, genomic imprinting effects on gene expression of the X chromosome may be altered substantially depending on brain regions. For example, in the mouse, the YIPF6 gene shows a maternal bias in the preoptic area of the thalamus, and a paternal bias in the medial prefrontal cortex (Gregg et al., 2010) . The functional significance of this expression pattern is unknown, but it illustrates the undeniably complex processes by which genomic imprinting could affect brain development.
In summary, we demonstrate the existence of genomic imprinting effects of the X chromosome on brain morphology in young girls with TS. The effects observed are cortical in origin, predominantly bilateral, affect specific regions, and seem to differentially modulate cortical thickness, surface area, and cortical volume. Longitudinal studies using larger sample sizes are needed to track potential interaction effects of genomic imprinting with growth hormone and estrogen treatment during brain maturation across development.
